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ABSTRACT
Mapping polarization and relationships in political discourse on
social media is challenging since politicians’ positions and relation-
ships can be hard to pin down. In this paper, we attempt to use
politicians’ tweets as a metric of their affinities using representation
learning, by modifying the Word2Vec method such that politicians
are directly encoded into a Euclidean space. Our analysis of Indian
politicians shows that the relatively populous, linguistically more
homogeneous northern states are cohesively clustered based on their
party affiliations, whereas southern states cluster based on geography.
We propose that computational methods can be useful in examin-
ing the tensions of regionalist tendencies against dominant national
political narratives.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → World Wide Web; Social networks; •
Applied computing → Sociology.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND HYPOTHESIS
Representation learning has been employed in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) in tasks like sentiment analysis [2] and sentence
completion [5]. The notion of representation learning in NLP helps
compute what words are likely to appear near each other due to
contextual co-occurrence. Thus, ‘cat’ and ‘dog’ are closer, more
likely to co-occur than ‘dog’ and ‘spa’. Representation learning has
been used in computational social sciences to study phenomena such
as and social network analysis [7].

In this paper, we explore representation learning as a means to
understand political discourse. Political polarization and populist
nationalist politics often go hand in hand, and there are fears such
politics are growing worldwide [1, 9]. In parts of the Global South,
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there have been fears that polarization and nationalistic tendencies
may have wide-ranging impacts distracting away attention from so-
cial and economic priorities by undermining institutions and harming
the plurality of societies [3]. A feature of such politics is that pop-
ulist movements tend to try and centralize the discourse in a uniform
national narrative, to the detriment of marginal politics of smaller
linguistic or regional units within a nation state [10]. Systematically
studying polarization in groups presents significant challenges and
need for human annotation [8].

To explore the use of computational methods in identifying politi-
cal communication, we attempt to understand centralizing tendencies
in the political discourse. We select India, a pluralistic society, where
much recent press has focused on the increasing dominance of a
populist government with an emphasis on a strong national narrative
over federalism. We study party activity on Twitter across states to
understand if the centralization is reflected in the political discourse.

2 METHODOLOGY
We took a list of approximate 6 million most recent tweets from
an annotated list of 13,111 Indian politicians from over 25 parties
from an archive tracking Indian elections. Our goal was to study how
similar or dissimilar politicians sound based on party or state. We
represent each politician as a dense vector based on the content in
the tweets that they have written. This enables distance computation
between any politicians and the distance is indicative of how similar
their tweets are. We then visualize them by parties and states.

Such representations can give insight about the overlaps in the
issues and language used by politicians. These learnt representation
for Indian Politicians are used to validate the following hypothesis
-do politicians specific state sound more like other politicians from
their own states, or do they sound like their parties at the national
level when they tweet.. We use this as a proxy to understand whether
politicians are "statists" in the federal sense - ie concerned primarily
with their local issues, or does a "national" political ideology has a
more important role to play on self representation on social media.

Using the learning setting of Word2Vec [6], we define the a model
to learn the embeddings of politicians. In Word2Vec, the goal of the
model (in Skipgram) is - given a word, predict the context around
the word. We modify this learning setting and define it as given a
politician (his/her Twitter handle) and a tweet written by him/her,
predict random words from the tweets with the politician id as the
input. At the end of training, similar to Word2Vec, we get dense
vector representations for the input politicians.

3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
To validate our hypothesis, we projected the learnt politician repre-
sentations into 2-D space for visualization using t-SNE [4]. Figure
1 (a) shows the 2-D projections for politicians from all parties for
six states (3 Northern States: Rajasthan (RJ), Madhya Pradesh (MP)
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Figure 1: Politicians colored according to their states in (a) and parties in (b).

State-Party State-Party Corr.
KL BJP MP BJP 0.7684
KL BJP RJ BJP 0.7958
MP BJP RJ BJP 0.9694
KL BJP KL INC 0.9675
KL INC MP INC 0.7396
KL INC RJ INC 0.828
MP INC RJ INC 0.9485
MP INC MP BJP 0.9096
RJ INC RJ BJP 0.9161

Table 1: Correlation of com-
mon words

and Uttar Pradesh (UP); 3 Southern States: Kerala (KL), Tamil Nadu
(TN) and Karnataka (KT)). In Figure 1 (a), it can be observed that
politicians from Southern Indian States are cohesively clustered
based on their states whereas Politicians from the Northern States
do not have comparable state based clustering; and are rather spread
out and have overlapping structure over each other. We only show
6 states in this visualization but our data shows consistent observa-
tions of close amalgamation in all northern states, whereas all give
southern states are more cohesively associated geographically. The
non-cohesive states (meaning they sound like each other) are those
where the dominant nationalist party, the BJP is in clear majority.
In Figure 1(b), we plotted the politicians of the same six states and
it can be seen that the politicians in the northern states are well
segregated based on their party affiliations: showing that their au-
thorship on Twitter is more influenced by their party than their home
state. This indicates that "statism" is relatively stronger in Southern,
non-BJP states.

To further understand this, we plotted word clouds of tweets from
the politicians in KL, MP and RJ for INC and BJP. Figure 2 shows
these word clouds. It can be seen that BJP-MP and BJP-RJ word
clouds look similar to each other; and so do INC-MP and INC-RJ.
KL-BJP word cloud does not look like BJP-MP, but rather similar to
INC-KL, the word cloud of its opposition party. Essentially while
the party handles of northern states have affinity, in the southern state
of Kerala, which is traditionally a non-BJP state, the party sounds
more like its rival than its northern siblings.

The learnt politician embeddings and the word clouds indicate
of Statism in the South and Federalism in the North. To validate
our findings, we compute Pearson’s correlation coefficient of the
frequencies of the common words for the 3 states discussed above
for both INC and BJP. Higher correlation indicates usage of the
same words in the same amount and, since we have only considered
common words between any two State-Party combination, it is lan-
guage agnostic. Table 1 shows a subset of these correlations. We
can see that in MP and RJ, the words used by politicians in tweets
sounds alike, whereas in KL, the parties sound like each other across
party lines. In this paper, we have shown that while AI for social
good is typically seen primarily from an instrumental perspective
of deploying initiatives, sophisticated ML techniques can be use-
fully deployed to better understand sociological phenomena that are
important to our collective political and social future.

(a) Rajasthan-BJP (b) Rajasthan-INC (c) M.P.-BJP

(d) M.P.-INC (e) Kerala-BJP (f) Kerala-INC

Figure 2: Word Clouds for politicians of respective states: BJP MP and
BJP RJ word clouds look similar to each other; and so do INC MP and
INC RJ. KL BJP word cloud does not look like MP BJP but is rather
similar to KL INC; so is the Kerala INC word cloud.
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